Squashmen Split On Road; Rout Fordham, Tigers Win

The varsity squash team traveled to New York last Friday and drubbed a weak Fordham team 5-0, losing only one game in the process. Captain Ray Morse, in the number one position, played below his usual form but outlived his opponent 15-10, 15-7, 15-7.

The squashmen have a rugged week ahead of them with matches Thursday, Friday, and Saturday against Harvard, Williams, and Amherst respectively. Schools this would indicate an extremely weak season to come but Cor-Tigers this year by a 22-5 score. Against most other schools this would indicate an extremely weak season to come but Cor-Tigers this year by a 22-5 score. Against most other
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The score of last weekend's matches follow: At Fordham:


At Princeton:


Powerful Cornell Downs Fencers; Kubierschky Wins

A grain of MIT fencing team went up against a powerful Cornell squad Tuesday and came out on the short end of a 22-6 score. Against most other schools this would indicate an extremely weak season to come but Cor-Tigers this year by a 22-5 score. Against most other
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